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Upward Game Day FAQ 

 

Q.1) PICTURE DAY: What is a coach’s responsibility for Picture Day (PD)? 
A.1) Be sure your players and other coaches are downstairs prior to your assigned time. 
PD Coordinators in the hallway outside Room 050 will check you in and direct you to where 
to sit awaiting your teams turn. Please let a PD Coordinator know if specific 
players/coaches are expected to be late.  It may be possible to have your team move up or 
down a time slot in order to accommodate specific players/coaches who we know will be 
late. 

 
Q.2.) TEAM ROSTERS GIVEN AT CHECK-IN: Why am I given a copy of my team’s roster 
and my opponent’s roster when I check-in and pick-up our match-up straps? 

A.2.) These rosters show each team in order of their players’ final rankings. The purpose to 
a facilitate faster, smoother transitions between periods. Once you know which of your 
players are present, find out which of your opponents players are present. Then both 
teams’ coaches should know who will be in the game & with whom they will be matched-up 
for every period, PRIOR to the start of the period. Referees have a copy of these rosters, 
too so they can be better prepared to assist in a smooth transitions. 
 
Yes, the Upward Coach App has your team’s roster in order of their ranking. But, you don’t 
have your opponent’s. A coach from one team may be more familiar with the system than 
the other team’s coach(s). 
 
If you think an adjustment in a match-up should be made to address a significant 
height differential, this must first be agreed upon by BOTH teams’ coaches AND the 
referees. And, even with any adjustment, there MUST NOT be a significant skill level 
differential. Matching Skill Levels is far more important that matching Height Levels. 
 
DON’T LEAVE THE ROSTERS SITTING AROUND FOR YOUR PLAYERS TO SEE. 
FOLLOWING THE GAME, TAKE THEM HOME, THROW THEM OUT, OR LEAVE THEM 
IN ONE OF THE SMALL BLUE PLASTIC RECYCLE BINS ON THE FLOOR BY THE 
DOORS. If at all possible, we want to avoid players seeing their rankings which can 
lead to problems regardless of where in the ranking they fall.  

 
Q.3) PLAYER INTRODUCTIONS: When & Where exactly should my team be prior to 
introductions? 

A.3) Immediately following the conclusion of the game hour prior to your team’s, PLEASE 
gather your team on the right half of the stage, behind the tunnel, in alphabetical order. 
Space is limited. Most of the time four (4) teams need to line-up here. Teams playing on the 
north courts should be on the right side of this area and teams playing on the south courts 
on the left side. 
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Q.4) WHEN PLAYERS ARE INTRODUCED: Where should players/coaches go be as they are 
introduced? 

A.4) One coach (or parent if only 1 coach is present) should stand out on the court which 
their team will be playing (North or South). Locate yourself on the far side of the court (that 
side opposite the team benches) and in line with one of the two foul lines. As players come 
out through the tunnel, they should run to and stand in a line by their coach on the court, 
facing the direction their opponent is/will be standing. 
 
PLEASE DO NOT BLOCK THE SPOTLIGHT! Every player deserves their ‘moment in the 
spotlight and family members/friends have a brief time to take a picture of the moment.  

 
Q.5.) ILLEGAL DEFENSE- HALFT COURT RULE: Why so many ‘Illegal Defense’ calls for 
guarding an opponent before they cross mid-court? Doesn’t it slow the game down and take 
precious game time from our players? 

A.5) That’s because Upward Rules do not all players to guard their opponent until the 
opponent has crossed the mid-court line. 
 
Prior to the game, prior to each period, and at halftime, REMIND players: Get back 
behind half court line when on defense. (Green line for cross court, & Blue line for 
Full Court). 
 
And yes, players forget. And younger players are just learning. So, you have to remind 
them during the game, too. 

 
Q.6.) ILLEGAL DEFENSE ON PLAYER: Why do referees call ‘Illegal Defense’ on my 
players? 

A.6) Upward Rules allow ‘man-to-man’ defense only (no zone defenses) AND require that 
defensive players stay with in ‘arm’s length’ of the player with whom they are matched 
(same color match-up strap). Defensive players cannot ‘double-team’ an opponent, and 
cannot ‘hang back’ or ‘hang in the key’ anticipating that they can steal the ball from a player 
with whom they are NOT matched. Now, this doesn’t mean that defensive players should 
stand at half court and stick to their opponent as soon as that player steps over half court. 
But it does mean that once that player gets the ball or gets involved in offense, they should 
be guarded. 

 
There are three (3) EXCEPTIONS when a defensive player can TEMPORARILY leave 
their matched opponent to ‘HELP’ guard another opponent. These are the ONLY 
exceptions and it is only TEMPORARY, it is NOT A TRUE ‘SWITCH.’ 
 
BE SURE TO CLICK THE LINKS BELOW & WATCH THE VIDEOS WHICH 
DEMONSTRATE THE EXCEPTIONS 

a. Pick and Screen: 
Defensive switching is allowed on offensive picks and screens. The non-screened 
defender can help his or her teammate by temporarily switching until the teammate 
recovers to defend his or her offensive player. This is commonly referred to as “help and 
recover”. 
Defensive Help - Pick & Screen 
 
b. Lane Area: 
If a defender is in the lane and the player he or she is guarding is within arm’s reach, 
the defender is allowed to provide help defense. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-wPOfow5cHCKGkPSoK7zxnqeKta4AHVU
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Defensive Help - Lane Area 
c. Fast Breaks: 
During any fast break (when the team that gains possession pushes quickly into the 
opponent’s end of the court), another defensive player not assigned to the ball handler 
may help in order to slow or stop the fast break. Upon stopping the fast break, 
defenders should return to guarding their assigned players. 
Defensive Help - Fast Breaks 

 
Q.7) IN-BOUNDS & BRINGING BALL UP COURT: How can I get my players to pass the ball 
in bounds and bring it up court more efficiently. 

A.7) First of all, don’t just let all your players hang in the back court, trying to figure out 
which one should pass it in with all 4 teammates then standing front of that player asking 
for the ball. 
 
I strongly recommend that prior to each period, you assign two players to bring the 
ball in-bounds after an opponent’s basket or turnover in the back court. And, instruct 
the other 3 players to get up court, NOT stand just past half court, but spread out 
and find a place where another teammate is not already standing. By alternating 
responsibilities you can give every player a chance to pass the ball in the every player a 
chance to dribble the ball up court. 
 
However, put your players in a position to succeed. If a player really cannot dribble at all, 
restrict them to just passing the ball into you have helped them develop their dribbling skills 
at practice.  

 
Q.8) GAME DAY STARS: Do we only give out 5 Game Day Stars or does every player get 
one? 

A.8) Every player should receive one of the five Game Day stars. Since you will almost 
always have more than 5 players, several players will get the same colored star. Be sure to 
track your Game Day Stars over the course of the season. At season’s end, every player 
on your team should have received each of the 5 different stars at least once and will some 
of them more than once. I strongly recommend you plan out who you will give which stars 
PRIOR to the game so that one coach can make appropriate notes during the game. 
 
When distributing stars, give specific reasons why each child earned a particular 
star. (Planning prior to the game and having a coach take notes during the game ensures 
this happens.) 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1byUtMZp2EEamr9fkuiOS9jSZKCca__q0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1BcNEEckB-PuLHmJZMu_30dN3UkSJKP_3

